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RINGKASAN : Kertas-kerja ini mencadangkan satu teknik mudah tapi terbukti 
kebolehgunaannya bagimengesan dan membaiki secara talian terus ralat bit pelbagai, 
seterusnya mengurangkan keperluan penghantaran semula data atau maklumat ATM 
yang hilang yang dihantar oleh pihak penghantar (pemberi servis) ke pihak penerima 
(pelanggan). Pada masa kini, pelbagai teknik pembetulan ralat telah dicadangkan dan 
salah satunya ialah pembetulan ralat hadapan, yang mampu diimplementasikan ke 
atas kod blok lelurus (Reed-Solomon codecs) dan kod pelingkaran (Viterbi codecs). 
Dalam teknik yang dicadangkan ini, isyarat masuk ke ATM akan senantiasa 
d1bandingkan dengan isyarat rujukannya. Keputusan yang diperolehi daripada 
penyelidikan ini telah dtbandingkan dengan teknik-teknik terbaru yang dicadangkan 
atau dibina oleh penyelidik-penyelidik lain. la menunjukkan bahawa nilai nisbah 
kehilangan sel yang rendah bermakna tiada data a tau maklumat yang hilang di dalam 
beban bebayar ATM Kesimpulanya, teknik yang dicadangkan di sini mampu 
menghapuskan sebarang bentuk ralat bit yang terdapat dalam isyarat masukan, dan 
teknik ini juga tidak memerlukan sebarang penghantaran semula maklumat a tau data 
yang hilang. 

ABSTRACT : This paper proposes a simple but orthodox technique that could enable 
on-line detection and correction on multiple bit errors, thus reducing the need to 
retransmit any lost ATM data or information sent by sender (service provider) to receivers 
(customers). Currently, numerous error correction techniques have been proposed and 
one of them is forward error correction, which could be implemented for linear block 
codes (Reed-Solomon codecs) and convolutional codes (Viterbi codecs). In the proposed 
technique, the incoming ATM signals are being constantly compared with its respective 
reference signals. Our results are compared with other new techniques recently proposed 
or developed by other researchers and show that the measured low value of cell loss 
ratio meant no data or information loss occurring in the ATM payload, which indicates 
our proposed technique successfully eliminates any kind of bit errors in the incoming 
signal, and the technique does not require any retransmission of lost information or 
data. 

KEYWORDS : Error detection and correction, asynchronous transfer mode, cell loss 
ratio, fuzzy logic. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Error correction technique such as parity bit insertion technique, forward error correction (FEC) 

technique and error detection and retransmission technique has been implemented in 

communication error control mechanism. Parity bits can only detect an odd number of bit 

errors in a word. The receiver checks the received words by adding together the values in 

each coordinate position and if the sum is not zero, then one or more of the coordinate values 

have been corrupted by channel noise (Wicker, 1995). FEC technique corrects a few errors 

on data block at the receiver end of digital communication systems. FEC requires only a one

way link; its parity bits target both error detection and correction. FEC depends on its correcting 

strength if saturated then error burst occurs (Shahzad et al, 2001 ). Error detection and 

retransmission technique computes the cyclic redundancy codes (CRC) on data block. It is 

commonly included as part of any packet oriented communication channel. Using CRC codes, 

a receiver can identify packets that contain errors and automatically request a retransmission 

of the errored packet. CRC codes can miss errors (Waschura, 2001 ). 

In this work, we are proposing an on-line detection and correction technique based on 

conventional concept whereby a known signal (possibly containing error(s) is continuously 

being compared to its reference signal (assuming to be error-free) and the main advantage of 

the proposal is no retransmission or delay is involved. In order to verify that our proposed 

technique did correct multiple bit error(s), the value of cell loss ratio (CLR) was investigated. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Measurement 

Measurement of CLR parameter can be performed using Out-of-Service Testing, requiring 

temporary suspension of the network operation, or by In-Service Monitoring (ISM) which works 

in parallel with paying services (Tunnicliffe & Mouharam, 2003; Rakocevic et al, 2001 ). Figure 

1 shows our proposed ISM setup whereby the measurement focused on the missing information 

in the payload of the ATM cell, which indirectly could provide the cell loss ratio. A specially 

designed multi-mode optocoupler set is used to split the incoming ATM signals into two signal 

sources, one as a reference signal source, namely REFERENCE (error-free) and the other as 

data signal source, namely DATA (possibly contains bit error). The M_ATMCARD circuit's 

main function is to determine the number of ATM cells being sent by the sender and the 

number of ATM cells being received by the receiver, thus giving the amount of lost cells. 

During measurement, a set of the M_ATMCARD board is installed each at the sender and the 

receiver side. For non-idle ATM cells measurement purposes, we assumed the number of 

cells being sent or received is proportional to the number of changes from logic 'O' to logic '1' 

in the payload of the ATM cells at the sender or receiver side respectively. 
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Figure 1. Proposed ISM CLR Measurement Set-Up 

Abu Bakar Hasan et al. (2004) has explained thoroughly the theory, modelling, simulation, 

application programme and hardware involved in this work. Basically, the M_ATMCARD 

card consists of six main circuit blocks namely PECL-TTL level converter, self-correcting 

multiple bit error circuitry (which consists of buffer, head error checker (HEC) and bit 

comparator) , sample and hold circuitry, 16-bit binary counter circuitry, input/output port and 

address decoder circuitry. First, the incoming ATM signal which was in the form of positive 

emitter logic level (PECL) signal has to be converted to transistor to transistor level (TTL) 

form of signal. It then enters the buffer and the HEC circuitry determines the start of the 

payload field by looking for the '01010101' pattern in the HEC field (Kartalopoulos, 1999) of 

the ATM cell's header. The 16-bit binary counter counts the numbers of changes from logic 

'O' to logic '1' found in the payload of an ATM cell , which are then read during the sampling 

process over the serial input/output (RS232C) port by a controller through an address decoder 

circuitry that provides the respective addressing information. Every sampling reads 8-bit of 

the data from sample and hold circuitry, thus giving a minimum reading of 'O' and '255' as 

the maximum reading . An application programme was developed using Visual Basic 6 

Language to analyse the incoming data and the value of CLR was displayed over graphical 

user interface (GUI) window (Figure 2) . 

Analysis 

Classification analysis was carried out using MATLAB fuzzy logic toolbox. During fuzzification 

process, trapezoidal membership functions for the input signals of REFERENCE and DATA, 

and output CLR were constructed as shown in Figure 3a, 3b and 3c to give the respective 

fuzzy values. During inference process, we determined the fuzzy sets as shown in Figure 4. 

During defuzzification process the real or crips CLR values were obtained which are then 

compared to the CLR (calculated) values for the validation purposes. 
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Figure 2. GUI Window of Application Programme 

Figure 3a. Trapezoidal membership function for REFERENCE 
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Figure 3b. Trapezoidal membership function for DATA 
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Figure 3c. Trapezoidal membership function for CLR 
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Figure 4. Rule Matrix for CLR 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Using ALTERA electronic design automation tool facility, the designs were downloaded into 

three different complex programmable logic devices. The ALTERA UP1 development board 

(Altera Corporation, 2000) verifies the in-circuit performance of the hardware designs. Figure 

5 shows the in-circuit measurement for self-correcting multiple bit errors circuitry which indicates 

the presence of bit error in SIGCNT signal (near the end of the signal) and that error has been 

detected and corrected by the circuit to provide the final error-free output signal, SIGOUT. In

circuit measurements for the other circuits are not shown here. 
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HEC7 
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Figure 5. In-circuit measurement on self-correcting multiple bit error circuit 

Measurements on CLR obtained are displayed on the GUI window of the application programme 

for every signal sampling. For our case, the formula for CLR is to be calculated as follows: Let 

REFERENCE equals the amount of data being sent by the transmitter or the number of changes 

from logic 'O' to logic '1' in the payload of the ATM cells at the sender side and DATA equals the 

amount of data being received by the receiver or the number of changes from logic 'O' to logic 

'1 ' in the payload of the ATM cells at the receiver side, then, 

CLR = [1 - DATA/REFERENCE] (1) 

Equation (1) shows the range for CLR values is from O (min) to 1 (max) and lets assume CLPO 

and CLP1 are the variables when CLP=O and CLP=1, respectively. Then, Figure 6 shows the 
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overall relationship between REFERENCE, DATA and CLR based on the fuzzy rule sets of 
Figure 7. The later are derived from the Rule Matrix of Figure 4. For fine-tuning purposes, we 
tested for different membership functions and rule sets and we found that the CLR values did 
not differ very much. 

Figure 6. Surface Viewer for CLR 

- - - - - -~ -

1. I; referet1ee it SMALL' and [data is SMALL.I t1en fCLP i~ NE.t,R1 lfCLR i~: NE.t.Ro·1 ·11 
2. (reference is BIG) and (data is S~ALL) then [CLP is NEAROJ[CLR is NEAR1 l(1) 
3. [reference is BIG] and [data is BIG] then [CLP is NEARl J[CLR is NEAR OJ 11 J 
4. (reference is MEDIUM] and (data is MEDIU'liij then [CLP is NEAR1 )[CLR is NEARO) [1 J 

5. [reference is MEDIUM] and [data is SMALL! then [CLP is NEAROJ:CLR is NEAR1] [1] 
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7. [reference is SMALL] and [data t MEDIUM! then [CLP is NEARl J:CLR is NEARl J [1 J 
8. (reference is SMALL) and (data is BIG) then (CLP is NEAA1 J!CLA is NEAA1) (1 J 
9. [reference is MEDIUM] and [data is BIG] thl!n [CLP is NEAR1 J[CLR is NEAff I [1 J 

Figure 7. Fuzzy Rule Sets 

Table 1 provides the list for CLR (crips) values and CLR (calculation) values. It clearly shows 
that whenever REFERENCE< DATA condition happens then CLR( crips) equals 0. 72 to 0. 723, 
which could indicate the elements of bit errors that could be due to congestion (Ginsburg, 
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2000; Kartalopoulos, 1999) or misinserted cells (Tunnicliffe & Mouharam 2003; Chen et al, 

1996). For REFERENCE> DATA indicates CLR(crips) equals 0. 72 to 0.723 which implies the 

presence of loss. For REFERENCE= DATA indicates CLR(crips) equals 0.277 to 0.28 which 

implies no loss. (Note that the values for REFERENCE and DATA in Table 1 are directly 

obtained from the MATLAB Rule Viewer) . Our results showed that both CLR values conformed 

to each other except when (REFERENCE=O, DATA=128) and (REFERENCE=O, DATA=255). 

Table 1. Comparison CLR Values Using Generated ATM Signals 

REFERENCE* DATA* CLR (crips) from defuzzification ICLRI from calculation 

0 0 0.28 0 

0 128 0.722 Infinite 

0 255 0.723 Infinite 

128 0 0.722 1 

128 128 0.28 0 

128 255 0.722 1 

255 0 0.723 1 

255 128 0.72 0.5 

255 255 0.277 0 

*Note: Other data coLJld be used 

On the other hand, Table 2 shows the comparison of different techniques proposed by the 

different researchers. 

Table 2. Techniques Comparison Table 

Technique By Comments 

Chandramathi (2000) Suitable for small to large buffer 

Liu and Jain (2000) Reduces dependence on buffer and delay present 

Jain (1996) Depends on minimum service rate 

Wu (1996) Presence of transmission delay 

Nleya and Berkalieva (1996) Depends on input sampling rate 

Shenoy and Ng (1996) Controls cell rate being sent by sender 

Sabira (2003) Needs retransmission 

Park (1997) Increases buffer usage 

Abu Bakar et al(2004) No retransmission and on-line detection and correction on 
multiple bit errors 
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CONCLUSION 

Our proposed technique showed that the designed circuitry, M_ATMCARD, managed to do 
on-line detection and correction on any type bit error(s) found in the generated incoming ATM 
signals and it could be verified by looking at the measured CLR values whereby a low CLR 
means no loss and a high CLR indicates otherwise. As previously mentioned, our proposed 
technique requires no retransmission of the loss data, thus, indirectly minimises transfer delay. 
Areas that could benefit from the proposed technique are teleconferencing and live broadcasting 
coverage where the degree of information losses (data, voice or video) could be critically 
important. Further work to find the cause of bit errors using real incoming ATM signals is in 
progress. Congestion is one of them (McDysan and Spohn, 1999). 
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